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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1260697A2] The silencer (14) is integrated into a coupling between charging air hose (12) and pressure connection (10) so as to
reach into hose and connection. The silencer comprises outer chamber (26) and second outer chamber (30) arranged so chamber (26) engages
connection (10) via orifice (8) and chamber (30) engages the hose (12) via orifice (32). The inner pipe (14) comprises a first part as chamber (26)
and second part as chamber (30), with parts (16,18) meeting where bent at interface (34) in flanges (38) and here welded together. The silencer is
designed for turbocharger incorporation.
[origin: EP1260697A2] The silencer (14) is integrated into a coupling between charging air hose (12) and pressure connection (10) so as to
reach into hose and connection. The silencer comprises outer chamber (26) and second outer chamber (30) arranged so chamber (26) engages
connection (10) via orifice (8) and chamber (30) engages the hose (12) via orifice (32). The inner pipe (14) comprises a first part as chamber (26)
and second part as chamber (30), with parts (16,18) meeting where bent at interface (34) in flanges (38) and here welded together. The silencer is
designed for turbocharger incorporation.
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